Mark form

Ong Wei Xin
Piano, Performance Grade 5
Overall result: Distinction

Haydn: Andante in A, Hob. I:53/II

29/30

A poised opening with very well shaped and directed phrases. There was a strong feel for
style and character, with sensitive musical involvement. Articulation was well varied, and the
voices were well projected throughout. Some phrases needed slightly more breathing space
at the cadence and there was one small slip in the scale at the close.

Farrenc: Étude in A minor (No. 2 from 25 études faciles, Op. 50)

29/30

An expressive opening, with good balance between melody and accompaniment. The
phrases were musically shaped with a sensitive touch. A couple of moments early on where
co-ordination briefly untidy, but within the context of a very musical performance this was a
very small point.

Mike Cornick: Film Noir

29/30

A good feel for the swing rhythms here, with good attention to the musical detail. There was
a strong feel for the style, with well shaped and directed phrases and good use of tone
colours. One small note slip, but there was excellent character and mood throughout.

Satie: Gymnopedie No.1

29/30

A sense of atmosphere was established from the very opening here. Chords on the second
beat were sometimes a little too emphatic, but the melody was always well projected and
the tone was pleasant and well controlled. A stylish account.

Performance as a whole

29/30

A very well presented programme with a good running order. There was always much
character and style, and the performance was well paced. There was sensitivity in the touch,
and mature use of tone colours and musical shape to effectively communicate your ideas. An
engaging display of musicianship.

Pass 100 | Merit 120 | Distinction 130
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